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Ricardo Santiago Soto is a film actor, photographer and writer. Mr. Soto is a fine artist                

having won (10) fine art, (7) photography, (10) journalism, (19) screenwriting, and (2) film              

production award(s). He won a talent show competition in elementary school and has             

trained in vocal techniques, as well as acting at Santa Barbara City College (SBCC). He was                

cast in a film in his first ever audition. Ricardo's film acting credits include 'Where Dreams                

Rest' (2018), and 'Miranda's Marionettes' (2019). He received an associate of arts in liberal              

arts and sciences with an emphasis in behavioural and social sciences (AA) degree from              

SBCC '15. In addition, he received his bachelors of science in business administration (BSBA)              

degree from Capella University '12. Also, Ricardo received his master of business            

administration (MBA) in finance degree from Aspen University '20. Mr. Soto is a lifetime              

member of the Golden Key International Honour Society. Ricardo is a member of Broadcast              

Music, Inc. (BMI), International Documentary Association (IDA), International Screenwriters'         

Association (ISA), Los Angeles Centre of Photography, Hispanic Public Relations Association           

(HPRA), and National Association of Hispanic Journalists (NAHJ). He runs PublicistWire,           

which is a division of MultiTalent Management Incorporated. Rick was appointed into            

Lexington Who's Who (2001), Empire Who's Who (2004 / 2005), and Cambridge Who's Who              

(2008).  

 

Today, we are lucky to have him with us. A round of applause for the brave attempt before                  

we begin the questionnaire. 

 

1) What are these Intelligence Community Abuses? 

 

It begins with 9/11 and the legislation that was enacted by Congress as my business dealings                

initially focused on web design / search engine optimization (SEO) shortly thereafter only to              

lose internet traffic causing me to lose clients costing $1,000 a month in residual income.               

Those that hide behind the internet are the same ones who created the internet being the                

military. Military intelligence has been hacking my dial-up internet / wifi network, computer             

RAM performance (at this very moment), watching me via satellite, hiding in my bedroom              

walls signified by cable taps, making me hear voices with their intelligence technology,             

controlling car traffic, making me hear vehicle engines within my bedroom even though             

walls separate me and the road outside, frying my brain via intelligence technology, making              

my muscles ache and hurt in order to control me to take my medication even if my stomach                  

is full, controlling street lights where car traffic is about to cross and then making the lights                 

turn red trying to cause an accident, making my cat have pain making her cry until she is                  

dead, making my mom sneeze or cough at certain times, making phone calls go silent with                

no one saying anything--such as forwarded calls for months not leaving a voicemail after 2               



 
 

seconds all because I created a voicemail greeting with a United Kingdom woman, making              

me receive social media posts and emails that have been curated by the intelligence              

community in order to create their own culture or attempt to brainwash me, not allowing               

Norton Internet Security LiveUpdate to update properly or make the updates take a long              

time to install, not having Windows Updates update automatically or make me try to install               

repeatedly, delaying auto updates by 2 weeks in order to make it look like a hacker has                 

certain rights to hack or steal trade secrets, performing intelligence community processes by             

intelligence community members who are watching me through my eyes in order to             

surveillance / analyze, collect, and create operations against me, basically trying to kill me,              

break apart my social/family life, trying to set me up with women who are out to make                 

complaints against me, irritate me, make my car swerve when I drive on the freeway by                

controlling the wires that connect to my tires, making me smell human bad breathe when               

no one is around, attack me at work by rushing pee to my penis so I have to go to the                     

restroom every 30 minutes throughout my shift, human intelligence that gets in my way or               

makes complaints on me on purpose trying to create a terrorist bomber or mobster by               

manufacturing me, all sorts of things—I journalize about their daily abuse occurrences on             

my blog titled, ‘Intelligence Mobsters’ located at http://www.intelligencemobsters.com 

 

2) Do you believe all these abuses are true to its origin or some of it can be falsified by the                     

criminalities mind of the general society? 

 

I believe people are followers and are basically following legislation that was created by the               

stroke of a pen or what someone is telling them to do out in society or behind closed doors                   

with me. I believe there are some people who really believe in their history education of                

races against each other and that politics should be enacted on all costs in order to remove                 

a human rights activist being me. I believe there really is signals and human intelligence               

being performed. I believe the intelligence community are out to remove cultural icons in              

society, because they have too much cultural power or political power. I believe there are               

people who are use to lying and that this country believes in the separation of Church                

versus State and that is the problem. I believe if people did not lie they would not perform                  

human or signals intelligence or try to remove human rights activists falling under Thou Shall               

Not Kill. I believe these intelligence community members are living by a lie and continue to                

act out that lie no matter the consequences. When I use to hear voices aggressively I would                 

hear them operate, basically hiding behind anything and blaming that thing they are hiding              

behind. I basically have to take a multivitamin after I eat; otherwise, the intelligence              

community makes my muscles ache, so they are hiding behind my age even though doctors               

say I am healthy, it doesn’t matter to the intelligence community if they want me to take a                  

vitamin I have to take it to make my muscles feel normal. I have to eat a balanced diet,                   

brush my teeth everyday, exercise, shower, basic things. I have to live a normal life, the                

intelligence community won’t let me focus on business anymore, I have to sit around and do                

nothing now. I have to eat bananas after I eat, so when I go to the supermarket there are                   

http://www.intelligencemobsters.com/


 
 

people who get in my way—can you believe it? These people wait for me to enter the                 

supermarket and then carry out their operations just to get in my way—it has been going on                 

for years. Now, Buellton, California is on the map, because some bad actors (human              

intelligence) decided to get in my way—it is so stupid. 

 

3) If you were the victim, I believe you are just like many of us, what would be your                   

precautions knowing this can lead to social isolation at times? 

 

I am alone. The intelligence community has broken up my social life at any chance they get                 

to break apart communications with women or acquaintances or friends. I don’t mind, I am               

somewhat of a cowboy or independent often seeing myself as a leader. I sit in my room and                  

create art—I turn lemons into lemonade. Yet, the intelligence community see this as an              

opportunity to label me with a disability or be handicap or as a Lone Wolf Terrorist. I have                  

written to the Central Intelligence Community (CIA) and was written back that they have no               

data on me nor on any watchlists. These intelligence community members who are             

performing all these operations are trying to label me as a Lone Wolf Terrorist, because they                

see me as a threat to turn the tide against the intelligence community—to be better people.                

I would say a precaution is to create a team. You have to create a team in order to compete                    

against anyone, especially the intelligence community. I am a private person; yet, the             

intelligence community is forcing me to speak out, create art, create awareness, which will              

educate people, build support, and hopefully receive donations or ticket sales that will help              

build a team. The more people that I tell, the more awareness that is created—the weaker                

those that are watching me become—I can hear their voices become lower auditorily, I can               

feel their attacks get weaker. I just have a good heart, I don’t want to destroy them or have                   

them get killed, but I am afraid there will be people within their organization that will take                 

them out. I just want them to become light—I want darkness to become light. 

 

4) In your opinion, what should be the major steps taken by the government to avoid these                 

allegations? 

 

I don’t believe there should be a separation of Church and State. I believe in the Ten                 

Commandments. I was an altar boy as a kid. I believe the intelligence community should               

abide by the Ten Commandments. This means the intelligence community should not lie,             

nor kill. I also believe the government should not give the intelligence community immunity              

or total power. I am surprised no one is running to my aid, no one asks me if I need any                     

support—it is as if society is use to this—it is ridiculous. The government should get rid of                 

the Second Amendment—why are we promoting guns? It seems when the republicans are             

in power they promote dogs and guns—you call this culture? Dogs are wild beasts that kill                

cats and can maul humans. The government should strip away any security clearances from              

any intelligence community members who abuse their power on journalists or human rights             



 
 

activists or anyone, while giving them a felony. I also believe district attorneys should not               

give police immunity for killing citizens—they should make the arrest, not kill. 

 

5) Do you think stating facts against the government risks the life of a journalist? 

 

Yes. The intelligence community like to hide in shadows or secrecy. This all became              

extremely aggressive the day after I spoke out at the Santa Maria City Council after my                

cousin Albert Covarrubias, Jr was shot and killed by police. My cousin was a police officer for                 

the department and was framed for raping a police explorer. The police explorer was an               

informant who set-up my cousin. I stated that the police chief should be fired, which was                

televised and the next day my laptop computer was shut down or turned black. The               

intelligence community has been living a life of silencing me ever since by trying to make it                 

appear that I have schizophrenia in order to ruin my reputation, make me hear voices, make                

me mistype on my laptop, making future laptops not work well or automatically turn off and                

on, as well as, all the incidents I journalize on my blog. The intelligence community set my                 

cousin up and are trying to kill me for telling people or trying to inform the public that he is                    

innocent. I don’t see how the right to bear arms supersedes the right to free press. One kills,                  

while the other presses those that kill against the wall not to kill. I will take Thou Shall Not                   

Kill anyday. 

 

6) Intruding in the private sphere has been the top notched allegation in recent times               

against the Intelligence Community. What do you think of the reason behind this? Insecurity              

or just a common security purpose? 

 

Control. I interviewed a professor who studies the intelligence community and he said that              

the intelligence community likes to control society, because the system works. Basically,            

what he is saying is that the intelligence community feel the need to control people within                

this system that works and anyone who pushes the boundaries is seen as a threat—even if                

you are creative! Creative people like to push the boundaries, because they are creative. I               

don’t think the intelligence community truly understands people thoroughly, they just like            

to control people based on what is written for them to do. Therefore, what was given to                 

them in writing can be re-written or taken away by the stroke of the pen. The intelligence                 

community’s power is limited—they have weaknesses. The intelligence community has          

shown me their weaknesses and I am exposing them along with their abuses of power               

within a web series called, ‘Intelligence Mobsters.’ 

 

7) How did you categorise your questionnaire? 

 

I just based the questions on what first popped into my mind as to what abuses were                 

happening to me. 

 



 
 

8) What was your purpose regarding the questionnaire? 

 

The purpose of the interview was to bring awareness to the public, because I receive no                

sympathy from anyone I meet in public nor online. So, I feel my social media posts are being                  

blocked from the intelligence community. I figured a documentary would go over the heads              

of the internet and educate the public. I am also planning to create DVDs and ship them to                  

members of Congress, as well as, offer them free to libraries. This is not about feeling sorry                 

for me, but rather feeling the pulse of the public on how they feel towards the intelligence                 

community. 

 

9) Do you feel safe every time you go through your camera for your own personal reasons? 

 

Yes. However, I do not believe I have any privacy—I always feel watched and plotted               

against, but I am use to it. I think this is what I signed up to, being persecuted for being                    

Baptized, making my First Communion, and Confirmation—to serve God. 

 

10) What would be your ways to control this situation caused by the Intelligence              

Community? 

 

I believe we should have White Hats versus Black Hats just like in Spy versus Spy comic strip.                  

I am somewhat serious in that these intelligence mobsters consist of a team who hide in                

technology. The Black Hat team consists of analysts, collectors, and operators. The analysts             

watch brain images and see through your eyes, while the collectors collect those thoughts.              

The operators strategize or plot against those they target. I wrote a paper, which was               

published titled ‘Mitigating Intelligence Community Abuses’ found @        

https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/v4tc6/ that details my plan to fight against this Black Hat           

team with our own White Hat team consisting of the same analysts, collectors, and              

operators, but with a prosecuting attorney to seek criminal charges. The Black Hat team              

would receive felonies, and have their security clearance taken away. This would all be              

accomplished through a reporting system similar to the one I created labelled ‘Reporting of              

Intelligence Community Abuses’ found @     

http://www.globalclosers.net/machform/view.php?id=14351 
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